MapQuest Geocoding

Geocoding is the process of matching addresses with latitude and longitude coordinates. The MapQuest Geocoding API allows easy access to the MapQuest geocoding infrastructure through a simple HTTP request. The Geocoding API supports forward geocoding, reverse geocoding, and batch requests of up to 100 locations through one request.

Features

• Single-line address parsing
• 5-box address input (multiple components)
• Forward geocoding
• Reverse geocoding
• Batch geocoding of up to 100 locations
• Detailed confidence codes to provide granular detail about accuracy of results
• Map thumbnails returned with response

Common Uses

• Online ordering systems
• Address verification
• Retail locators
• Real Estate applications
• Routing applications
• Data visualization applications

Contact Us

Get started with MapQuest’s Geocoding API available to our Self-Serve or Enterprise customers. Contact us at sales@mapquest.com to learn more about our enterprise solution or sign up for a free account today.